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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement is true about conditional advertisements?
A. Conditional advertisements create routes when a predefined condition is met.
B. Conditional advertisements create routes when a predefined condition is not met.
C. Conditional advertisements do not create routes, they only withhold them until a predefined
condition is met.
D. Conditional advertisements create routes and withhold them until a predefined condition is
met.
E. Conditional advertisements delete routes when a predefined condition is met.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A security professional is analyzing the results of a network utilization report. The report
includes the following information:
Which of the following servers needs further investigation?
A. web.srvr.03
B. R&D.file.srvr.01
C. hr.dbprod.01
D. mrktg.file.srvr.02
Answer: C
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to resolve the capacity issue.
What should you do?
A. Move the Azure Function to a dedicated App Service Plan.
B. Update the loop starting on line PC09 to process items in parallel.
C. Ensure that the consumption plan is configured correctly to alloSw for scaling.
D. Convery the trigger on the Azure Function to a File Trigger.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
If you want to read the files in parallel, you cannot use forEach. Each of the async callback
function calls does
return a promise. You can await the array of promises that you'll get with Promise.all,
Scenario: Capacity issue: During busy periods, employees report long delays between the time
they upload the
receipt and when it appears in the web application.
References:
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/37576685/using-async-await-with-a-foreach-loop

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your network contains an Active Directory domain named contoso.com. The domain contains
two servers named Server1 and Server2 that run Windows Server 2016. The computer accounts
of Server1 and Server2 are in the Computers container.
A Group Policy object (GPO) named GPO1 is linked to the domain. GPO1 has multiple computer
settings defined and has following the configurations.
An administrator discovers that GPO1 is not applied to Served. GPO1 is applied to Server2.
Which configuration possibly prevents GPO1 from being applied to Server1?
A. the permissions on the Computers container
B. the permissions on the computer object of Server1
C. the loopback processing mode in GPO1
D. the permissions on GPO1
Answer: D
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